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Some Optimal Codes from Algebraic Geometry and 
Their Covering Radiit 
HEERALAL JANWA 
We show that many Goppa codes from algebraic geometry are optimal. Many of these codes 
attain the Griesmer bound and provide first examples of Griesmer codes which have relatively 
large dimension compared with the minimum distance. We give a lower bound on the covering 
radius of algebraic geometric codes in terms of the number of rational points and the genus of 
the underlying curve. We use this lower bound and some upper bounds on the covering radius 
proved elsewhere to determine the covering radii of many optimal codes mentioned above 
exactly. We use our results to give for the first time many non-trivial examples of non-binary 
normal codes. We also point out connections between our results and many geometric 
structures such as saturation configurations, t-independent sets, min-hyper (max-hyper) etc. 
Finally, we show that Goppa codes have at least the potential of being among the best covering 
and packing codes discovered so far. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A few years ago, V. D. Goppa gave a construction of a class of codes from algebraic 
curves and related the three fundamental parameters--length, distance and 
dimension-to the genus and the number of rational points of the curve using the 
celebrated Riemann-Roch theorem. The main aim of this paper is to try to relate the 
fourth important parameter of a Goppa code, namely its covering radius to the 
standard parameters of the curve. In particular, we derive a lower bound on its 
covering radius which resembles the lower bound on the minimum distance (Section 7). 
We combine this lower bound with some recent upper bounds on the covering radius 
(listed in Section 8) to determine the exact covering radii of a class of Goppa codes of 
small genera (Section 9). The only other classes of q-ary (q > 2) codes for which the 
exact covering radius was known before this are the classical Reed-Solomon codes and 
the one- and two-error-correcting BCH codes [ 6]. Before determining the covering 
radii of the particular Goppa codes, we first show that they are optimal in that they 
have the smallest length for their dimension and minimum distance. In fact, another 
major aim of this paper is to show that many Goppa codes are optimal and that many 
of these meet the Griesmer bound (Section 6). We point out that, even though a search 
by many people for MDS codes from elliptic curves has been rather fruitless (only one 
such MDS code has been constructed), there are plenty of other optimal Goppa codes. 
The third aim is to point out connections between the covering radius problem and the 
optimality problem and a host of other combinatorial and finite geometric problems 
(such as min-hyper, max-hyper and saturated configurations). Thus it is hoped to 
arouse more interest in the problems discussed here. 
A brief outline of the paper is as follows. In Sections 2-5 the notations used from 
algebraic geometry and coding theory are defined and the necessary background from 
these subjects is discussed. These sections consist of previously known results. As 
described above, the main original results of this paper are contained in Sections 6, 7 
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and 9. We apply these results to find the first non-trivial examples of non-binary 
normal codes (Section 10). In Section 11 we connect our work on the covering radius 
of Goppa codes with some recent results of Brualdi, Pless and Wilson [2). In Section 12 
we establish the connection between the covering radius problem for linear codes and 
saturated configurations in finite geometry. The existence of Goppa codes is used in 
Section 13 to derive a lower bound on the maximum length of a linear code with given 
redundancy and minimum distance. 
In order to distinguish new results from those previously published (in Sections 6-7 
and 9-13) we quote the latter under the heading 'Proposition'. 
2. BACKGROUND FROM ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY 
For an introduction to algebraic geometry we refer to Chevalley [5) and Hartshorne 
[15]. We follow Chevalley. For background information on algebraic geometric Goppa 
codes we refer to the survey article [32). Also, references [10), [11], [19), [27), [33) and 
[40] contain an introduction to the necessary concepts from algebraic geometry. 
Let F be a field of algebraic functions of one variable over the field of constants F'q (or 
simply a function field of dimension 1 over F'q) in the sense of Chevalley [5]. 
We follow standard terminology. A list of notation used is as follows: 
PG(r, q) the finite projective space of dimension r over F'q 
Q the module of differentials of F over F'q 
(f) the principal divisor associated with a non-zero element f e F 
Div(F) the divisor group of F written additively 
deg(D) the degree of a divisor D 
( w) the divisor associated with a differential w e Q 
::t(D) := {f E F I (f);;::. -D} 
Q(D) :={we Q I (w);;;:.D} 
g the genus of F 
P a place of F over F'q 
Vp the valuation ofF corresponding toP 
f(P) the value off e Fat P 
res p( w) the residue of w e Q at P 
sup( G) the support of G, i.e. the set {Qv ... , Q,}, if g = E/=1 a;Q; and a; *0 
We use the Riemann-Roch theorem only indirectly in determining the parameters of 
the algebraic geometric Goppa codes defined in Section 4. 
3. BACKGROUND FROM CODING THEORY 
An [n, k, d] q-ary code is a linear subspace of F~ of dimension k and minimum 
Hamming distance d [35). 
The covering radius of a q-ary block code C of length n is defined as the smallest 
integer R = R(C) such that all vectors in F~ are within Hamming distance R of some 
codeword of C. For a survey of present knowledge about R, see [6) or [31). By an 
[n, k, d)R code we mean an [n, k, d) code having covering radius R. (Unless otherwise 
specified, a code in the rest of the paper will mean a linear code.) 
We will need the following facts about R (for references to Facts 3.1-3.5, see [6]). 
FAcr 3.1. If His any check matrix of C, then R(C) is the least integer such that 
every syndrome is an F'q-linear combination of R(C) or fewer columns of H, where a 
syndrome is any column of length n- k over F'q. 
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FACT 3.2 (the redundancy bound). R( C):::;;; n - k. 
FACT 3.3 (sphere-covering bound). qn-k:::;;; ~f,!~) (7)(q- 1);. 
FACT 3.4 (Delsarte bound). If s' is the total number of non-zero weights in Cj_, 
then R(C) :::;;;s'. 
FACT 3.5 (The supercode lemma). If C1 is a proper subcode of C2, then 
R(C1);;;. max{min{ wt(x); x E C2\C1}, R(C2)}. 
FACT 3.6 [23]. An [n, 1, n] q-ary code has covering radius L(q -1)n/qj. 
A code is called maximal if it has no proper supercode with the same length and 
minimum distance. The following result is proved for q = 2 in [6]. 
FACT 3.7 [23]. A q-ary code Cis maximal iff R(C):::;;; d -1. 
4. ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRIC CODES 
Let Pt. P2, ... , Pn be a subset of places of F of degree 1 over Fq. Let D = 
P1 + P2 + · · · + Pn. Let G e Div(F) be such that vP,(G) = 0 (i = 1, ... , n). (As pointed 
out by Stichtenoth [40], it is not necessary that G be effective.) Note that such a 
divisor exists for any degree m, provided that there exists a place P0 of degree 1 not in 
sup( D) (just take G = mP0 , m;;;. 0). 
Let 2g - 2 < deg( G) < n. Then the F'q-linear map f/J: Q( G - D)~ F~ given by 
w~ f/J(w) = (resplw), ... , resp_(w)) is injective by the Riemann-Roch theorem [11]. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The algebraico-geometric Goppa code is defined as 
f(D, G):= f!J(Q(G- D)). 
The next result can be proved using the Riemann-Roch theorem [11]. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. f(D, G) is an [n, k = n- deg(G) + g -1, d;;;. deg(G)- 2g + 2] 
code over Fq. 
The existence of the Goppa codes implied by the following corollary will be used 
repeatedly in the rest of the paper. 
CoROLLARY 4.1. Let D be as above and let P0 ft sup(D) be a place of degree 1 of F. 
Also let m be an integer such that 2g- 2 < m < n. Then f(D, mPo) is an [n, k = 
n - m + g - 1, d;;;. m - 2g + 2] code over Fq. 
Let RS(G,D):=f(G,D)j_. Then RS(D,G)=1J1(2(G)), where 'ljJ:It(G)~F~ is 
defined by f ~ (f(P1), f(P2), ••• , f(Pn)) [34]. The parameters of RS(D, G) can also be 
computed using the Riemann-Roch theorem as follows [34]. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let D and G be as in Proposition 4.1. Then RS(D, G) is an 
[n, k = det(G)- g + 1, d;;;. n- deg(G)] code. 
REMARK 4.1. (1) As pointed out in [33], an RS(D, G) code can still be defined even 
if D and G do not have disjoint support. 
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(2) If the upper bound on deg( G) in Proposition 4.1 is relaxed to 2g - 2 < deg( G) < 
n + 2g- 2, then lower bounds on k and d can still be given using the Weierstrass gaps 
of the points in sup( G) [10]. 
5. THE NuMBER oF RATIONAL PoiNTS oN CuRvEs OVER Fq 
To construct the best possible Goppa codes from algebraic geometry, we need to 
find function fields (non-singular absolutely irreducible projective curves) over Fq which 
have the maximum possible number of places of degree 1 (rational points over Fq) for 
a given genus g. This maximum number is usually denoted by Nq(g ). For applications 
in Sections 6, 7 and 9, we summarize below the present knowledge about Nq(g). 
References to different parts of the following proposition can be found in [19] or 
[20]. Let m = L2yqJ. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. (1) Nq(g) ~q + 1 + 2gVq (A. Wei/); 
(2) Nq(g) ~ q + 1 + g L2yqJ (Serre); 
(3) Nq(g) ~ q + 1 - !g + V;:,-,(2q-'--+--,k'"'")g"""'2-+--:(--,q2.----q--:)-g (Ihara); 
(4) Nq(g) = q + 1 + 2gyq for q square and g = !(q- yq) (Segre). 
REMARK 5.1. (1) Some improved results on Nq(g) appear in [41]. 
(2) For g > !(q- yq), Proposition 5.1(3) gives a better result than Proposition 5.1(2) 
(see [19] and [21]). 
(3) The Hermitian curve C: X'+1 + yr+l + zr+l over F,2 contains Nq(g) = r3 + 1 points 
(here q = r2) for g = !(q - yq) [19]. 
(4) The Deligne-Lusztig curve associated with the Suzuki group (respectively, the Ree 
group) over Fq, where q is an odd power of 2 (respectively 3), has genus (q~- q!)fVi 
(respectively, (V'3/2)(q~- q!) + !(q2 - q)) and has q2 + 1 (respectively q3 + 1) rational 
points over Fq, which is the maximum permissible for this genus [39]. 
For genus 1 curves (called elliptic curves) much more is known. For the following 
result and its corollary, see [20] or [38] and the references given there. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For every integer v 1 = q + 1- t, with itl ~ m, there exists an elliptic 
curve in PG(2, q) having v1 rational points over Fq, provided that t (depending upon q) 
is not one of a certain few exceptional values defined in [38]. 
CoROLLARY 5.1. If q=ph, then Nq(1)=q+m, if p divides m, and his an odd 
integer ;;:.3; otherwise Nq(1) = q + 1 + m. 
REMARK 5.2. (1) In some cases (e.g. q is a prime), there are no exceptional values 
(see [20] and the references therein). 
(2) The number of F"q-isomorphism classes of elliptic curves is known: for q a prime, it 
is =2q + 6, 2q + 2, 2q + 4, 2q, for q = 1, 5, 7, 11 mod 12, respectively (see [29] and the 
references therein); for general q, we refer to [37]. 
(3) For some recent computational methods concerning the number of rational points 
on elliptic curves over Fq, we refer to [26] and [28]. 
For curves of genus 2, we know the following result of Serre [38]. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. (1) If q is a square, then Nq(2) = q + 1 +2m; except if q = 4 
respectively 9, then N2(q) = 10 respectively 20. 
(2) If q is not a square (say, q = p2e+I, p a prime and e ;a. 0), then define q to be special 
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if either p I m or q is representable by one of the following quadratic polynomials: 
x2 + 1, x2 + x + 1, or x2 + x + 2 (x E Z.). Then Nq(2) = q + 1 + m - f>, where {) is 0, 1 or 
2. (i) If q is not special, then {) = 0. (ii) If q is special, then {) = 1 or 2 depending upon 
whether {2yq- m} > (VS- 1)/2 or not, where {x} denotes the fractional part of x. 
REMARK 5.3. (1) For more on when q is special, we refer to [38] or [39]. 
(2) For some conjectures concerning Nq(g), see [38] or [39]. (Seere conjectures that 
INq(g)- (q + 1)- gml ~ C(g), where C(g) depends only on g. Note that, for g = 1 or 
2, iNq(g)- (q + 1)- gml ~ 3.) 
(3) For a table of values of Nq(1) and Nq(2) for q ~ 128 and Nq(3) for q ~ 19, we refer 
to [39]. 
(4) For the best upper bounds on N2(g), g~50, see [38] and [39]. 
(5) Nq(4) = 8, 12, 15 and 18, for q = 3, 4, 5 and 25 respectively [39]. 
6. OPTIMAL CoDES FROM ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY 
Let nq(k, d):= min{n; there is an [n, k, d] q-ary code}. The [nq(k, d), k, d] codes 
are called optimal codes. Much is known about n2(k, d) and we refer to [43] for a 
survey. For an arbitrary q, much less is known about nq(k, d) (see [8] and [12] for the 
latest results. In a series of papers (e.g. [13] and [14]) Hamada et al. have constructed 
optimal codes over Fq (q > 2) using finite geometric structures known as 'min-hypers'. 
However, their optimal codes have small k compared with d (i.e. dis near qk). In this 
section we use the existence of algebraic geometric codes r( G, D) with appropriate 
parameters to determine the exact values of some Nq(k, d) for q < 2 and k large. 
First, we list some known lower bounds on Nq(k, d). The following result is known 
as the Griesmer bound (see [8] or [14]). 
PROPOSffiON 6.1. nq(k, d) ;;::;gq(k, d):= 'f.f,:l rd/qil 
In some cases the Greismer bound can be improved as follows [8]. 
PROPosmoN 6.2. Let k-;;::; q-;;::; 3. Then for any q and d such that 2q; < d ~ qi+1 for 
some i E {0, ... , k- q}, 
nq(k, d)> g(k, d). 
Under certain conditions on d and q, it can be shown that nq(k, d)= gq(k, d) (see [8] 
and [12] for further references. Any [gq(k, d), k, d] code is optimal. Obviously, 
nq(k, d)-;;::; gq(k, d)-;;::; k + d- 1. 
The inequality nq(k, d)-;;::; k + d -1 is known as the Singleton bound. If d > q, then 
the Singleton bound is always worse than the Greismer bound. [n, k, d] codes with 
n = k + d -1 codes are called maximum distance separable (MDS) codes. The MDS 
codes are obviously optimal. (See Sections 6.1 and 6.2 for MDS Goppa codes.) 
To prove some of the results below, we would also need the following result about 
nq(k, d) [8]. 
PRoPosmoN 6.3. Let d = qd1• If nq(k, d)= gq(k, d), then nq(k, d- a)= gq(k, d-
a) for all 1 ~a~ q -1. Conversely, if nq(k, d- a)> gq(k, d- a) for some '1 ~a~ 
q -1, then nq(k, d-b)> gq(k, d-b) for all O~b ~a. 
We now show that many r(D, G) codes are optimal. We refer to Section 14 for 
optimal RS(D, G) codes. 
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6.1. Genus zero. Proposition 4.1 immediately implies that (as observed by Goppa 
himelf) these f(D, G) codes are MDS (hence optimal). 
6.2. Genus one. They are [n, k = n- deg(D), d;;:;. deg(D)] codes. They correspond 
to the elliptic curves. Obviously, for these codes k + d;;:;. n;;:;. gq(k, d);;:;. k + d- 1. 
If n = gq(k, d), then we obtain optimal codes, which are MDS if n = gq(k, d)= 
d + k- 1. For d;;:;. q + 1, we have g(k, d);;:;. k +d. Thus we conclude the following 
result. 
THEOREM 6.1. The code f(D, G) with deg(G);;:;.q + 1 has d=deg(G), and 
n = nq(n - d, d) = gq(n - d, d). 
Therefore, Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 4.1, in conjunction with Proposition 6.2, yield 
the following. 
THEOREM 6.2. For every q, if q + 1 ~ d < n < Nq(1), then nq(n- d, d)= g(n-
d, d)= n, where Nq(1) is given by Corollary 5.1. 
Also, [Nq(1), Nq{1)- d, d] optimal codes exist if there is a rational divisor G of 
degree d composed of places of degree > 1. 
According to Proposition 5.2 and Remark 5.2, many different (perhaps non-
equivalent) elliptic optimal codes guaranteed by Theorem 6.2 exist because many 
elliptic curves with n > q + 1 points exist for most n. In fact, there are many such codes 
associated with a given elliptic curve. One finds many such codes by taking any subset 
of its rational points of cardinality greater than q + 2 (i.e. many divisors D exist) and 
by taking any of the several possible divisors G of given degree ;;;;.q + 1. 
MDS codes when d ~ q. MDS codes can be constructed from elliptic curves. For 
example, [6, 3, 4] MDS codes from the Hermitian curve X 3 + Y3 + Z 3 = 0 over F4 have 
been constructed [30], and also by Pellikan [33]. Note that an MDS Goppa code of 
length 6 over F4 cannot be constructed from a curve of genus 0, because the maximum 
possible length is only 5. Exact conditions under which elliptic codes are MDS have 
been given by Driencourt and Michon using the group law on elliptic curves [10]. 
The following research problem is from [35, p. 328]: 
Given k and q, find the largest value of n (denoted m(k, q)) for which an 
[n, k, n + k + 1] MDS code exists over Fq. 
The determination of m(k, q) is connected with a host of problems in combinatorics 
and finite geometry (see [16] and [35], Ch. 11). The most interesting unsolved 
conjecture about m(q, k) is (see [16] for the latest results): 
m(k,q)=q+1 for 2~k~q, exceptfor 
m(3,q)=m(q-1,q)=q+2 if q=2k. (6.1) 
The following is known about elliptic MDS codes. For q < 13, there are no MDS 
codes with lengths greater than the length of previously known codes [25]. For q ;:::.13, 
there are no non-trivial elliptic codes of length n > q + 1 [25] (see also [10]). It would 
still be interesting to know which elliptic codes of smaller lengths are MDS (especially 
the ones with n = q + 1). One application of the negative result is that it supports (6.1). 
As another application, since the elliptic codes have d = n - k or n - k + 1, we also 
conclude the following result. 
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THEOREM 6.3. If q + 1 <n < Nq(1), then the elliptic Goppa codes are optimal. 
Non-MDS optimal codes when d:;;:; q. Even if the condition in Theorem 6.3 is not 
satisfied, we can still obtain optimal codes from elliptic curves. For example, 
Dudunekov (8] has shown that for q odd, nq(3,q)=gq(3,q)+l. Thus (q+3,3,q] 
elliptic codes (there are plenty of such codes) are optimal (as mentioned above, there 
are no (q +2, 3, q] elliptic MDS codes). 
In fact, we can show more. By Proposition 6.2, nq(k, d)> gq(k, d)> gq(k, d) for 
2 < d,;; q ,;; k. Therefore, we can conclude the following result. 
THEOREM 6.4. For a given q, if n<Nq(1) and 2<deg(G),;;min{q,n-q}, then 
f(D, G) is an (n, n- deg(G), deg(G)] optimal code and n = nq(n-
deg(G), deg(G)) = gq(n- deg(G), deg(G)) + 1. 
Theorem 6.4 and Corollary 4.1 immediately yield the following result. 
CoROLLARY 6.1. For a given q, if n<Nq(1) and 2<d,;;min{q,n-q}, then 
nq(n - d, d) = gq(n - d, d) + 1. 
Genus two or three. For g = 2, the optimality of f(D, G) depends upon whether 
d > deg( G) - 2g + 2 = deg( G) - 2 and upon the behavior of nq(k, d). For example, we 
prove the following result. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let m be an integer such that 2<m <n <Nq(2). Let f(D, G) be an 
(n, k, d ~ deg(G)- 2] code from a function field of genus 2, where G is a divisor of 
degree m (such a G always exists, e.g. Gas in Corollary 4.1). Then: 
(1) If m > q + 2 and nq{k, m - 2) > gq(k, m - 2) = k + m - 2, then nq{k, m - 2) = 
gq(k, m- 2) + 1 = k + m- 1, and f(D, G) is an [gq{k, m- 2) + 1, k, m- 2] optimal 
code. 
(2) If d > m- 2 ~ q, then nq(k, m- 1) = gq(k, m- 1) = k + m- 1, and f(D, G) is an 
(gq(k, m -1), k, d = m -1] optimal code. 
(3) If d > m- 2 and nq(k, m- 1) > gq(m- 1), then nq(k, m- 1) = gq(k, m- 1) + 1 = 
k + m, and f(D, G) is an [gq(k, m -1) + 1, k, d = m -1] optimal code. 
(4) If d >m -1, then f(D, G) is an (n, n- m + 1, m] MDS code. 
PROOF. (1) By Proposition 4.1, f(D, G) is an (n, k, d ~ m- 2] code. Since 
m- 2 > q, we note that gq(k, m- 2) ~ k + m- 2. Therefore, 
n ~ nq(k, d) ~ nq(k, m - 2) > gq(k, m - 2) = k + m - 2 = n - 1. 
Consequently, n = k + m -1 = nq(k, d)= gq(k, m- 2) + 1. Since d ~ m- 2 > q, the 
Griesmer bound implies that m - 1 = k + n ~ d ~ m - 2 > q. The assumption · m ,;; 
Nq(2) - 2 combined with Proposition 5.3 implies that 2q ~ Nq(2) - 3 ;;a: m - 1 ~d. 
Therefore, since nq(k, m - 2) > g(k, m - 2), Proposition 6.3 implies that k + m - 1 = 
nq(k, d)> gq(k, d) = k + d ~ k + m - 2. Therefore, d = m - 2 and n = nq(k, d) = 
gq(k, d)+ 1. 
(2) Since d > q, the Griesmer bound implies that n ~ nq(k, d) ;;a: gq(k, d)= k + d ~ 
(n- m + 1) + (m- 1). Therefore n = nq(k, d)= gq(k, d) and d = m - 1. 
(3) and (4) can be proved similarly. D 
Note that because of Proposition 5.3, Nq(2) » q + 2 for every q > 3. Therefore 
Theorem 6.5 implies the existence of many good codes. Also, Theorem 6.5(4) 
demonstrates the possible existence of MDS codes from function fields of genus 2. 
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A result similar to Theorem 6.5 is also valid for codes of genus 3 with minor 
modifications. For example, Theorem 6.5(1) is replaced by: 
THEOREM 6.6. Let 2q + 4 < m < n < Nq{3). Then nq(k, m - 4) > gq{k, m - 4) = 
m + k- 3 implies that nq(k, m- 4) = gq(k, m- 4) + 1 = k + m- 2, and any r(D, G) 
with g = 3 and deg(G) = m is an [n, k- m + 2, m- 4] optimal code. 
Note that for every q for which we know the values of Nq(3) (Section 4), the 
condition 2q + 4 < m < n < Nq{3) in Theorem 6.6 is satisfied for some m and n. 
Genus greater than three. As examples of good codes from such curves, leg g = 6 
and q = 16. We know that N16(6) = 65 (the Hermitian curve C: X 5 + Y5 + 2 5 = 0 has 65 
points over 1';_6 ; Proposition 5.1). If 4 < m < n < 65, then by Proposition 4.1, we can 
construct [n, n - m + 5, d ~ m - 10] codes. If 58< m < n :o;;;; 64, then the Griesmer 
bound implies that n ~ n16(n- m + 5, d)~ n 16(n- m + 5, m- 4) ~ n- 3. Similarly, if 
42<m <n -11 :o;;;; 53, then Proposition 4.1 implies that n ~n16(n- m + 5, m- 4) ~ 
n - 3. Note that the Singleton bound only implies that n ~ n16(n - m + 5, m - 4) ~ 
n-6. 
REMARK 6.1. (1) We can derive additional information about nq(k, d) from 
Theorems 6.1-6.5 using Proposition 6.3. 
(2) Driencourt and Michon [10] have constructed a [6, 2, d ~ 4] r(D, G) code with 
deg(G) > deg(D) using the Weierstrass gaps of points in sup( G) (see also ·Remark 
4.1(2)). We observe that this code meets the Greismer bound. It might be possible to 
give further examples of optimal codes using their construction. 
7. A LOWER BQ_UND ON THE CovERING RADIUS OF r(D, G) 
In this section we derive lower bounds on R(r(D, G)) which depend upon D and G. 
For a lower bound on the covering radius of some RS(D, G) codes, we refer to 
Section 14. 
7.1. Case I. Let D = P1 + P2 + · · · + Pn and G = G1 + G2 + · · · + G" where Gj = 
E a;jQij are the orbits under the Frobenius substitution (i.e. they form the rational 
decomposition of Gover Fq)· For example, if G = mP0 , then r = m and G; = P0 • We 
prove the following. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let D and G be as in Proposition 4.1. Then for every i such that 
deg( G)> deg( G;) + 2g - 2, 
R(r(D, G))~ d(r(D, G\G;)) 
~ (deg(G)- deg(G;)- 2g + 2). (7.1) 
PROOF. For every i having the stated property, r(D, G) is a proper subcode of 
r(D, G\G;), of codimension 1 by Proposition 4.1. Therefore, by the supercode lemma 
(Fact 3.5), 
R(r(D, G))~ d(r(D, G\G;)) ~ (deg(G)- deg(G;)- 2g + 2), 
and the result follows. 0 
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As an immediate application, we have: 
CoROLLARY 7.1. Let G=G'+P0 , where G' is rational over Fq and P0 o/=P; 
(i E {1, ... , n}) is a place of degree 1 such that deg(G) > 2g -1. If we further assume 
that D and G are as in Proposition 4.1, then 
R(r(D, G)) ;a. d(r(D, G')) ;a. deg(G)- 2g + 1. (7.2) 
In fact, by using the full strength of the supercode lemma, we can, in some cases, 
make a stronger assertion than Corollary 7.1. For example, take G = mP0 • Then 
r(D, G')\r(D, G)= {4>(w) I (w) e Q(G- D); vPo(w) = (m -1)}. 
Therefore, by the supercode lemma (Fact 3.5), we immediately conclude the 
following result. 
CoROLLARY 7.2. Let G =mP0 , (m >0) in Corollary 7.1. Then 
R(r(D, G)) ;a.min{l</>(w)l; (w) E Q(G- D); Vp0(w) = (m -1)}, (7.3) 
where lx I denotes the Hamming weight of x. 
Differentials (or functions) having zeros of order precisely m -1 can be studied 
using Weierstrass gaps (see [10) and [41]). 
7.2. Case II. We assume that there exists a place P0 E sup(D U G) which has degree 
1. Under the assumption, if wE Q(G- D), then resp0(w) = 0. 
Therefore, 
r(D, G)= {(cl, c2, ... 'en) I (0, Cv c2, ... 'en) E r(Po + d, G)}. 
In other words, r(D, G) is a proper shortened subcode of r(P0 + D, G) and, by Fact 
3.5, we have the following. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let P0 ft sup(D U G) be a place of degree 1, where D and G are as in 
Proposition 4.1. Then 
R(r(D, G)) ;a. min{lcll c =(co, Cv ... 'en) E r(D +Po, G); Coo/=0} -1 
;a. d(r(P0 + D, G)) -1 ;a. deg(G)- 2g + 1. 
We obtain the same lower bound as in Corollary 7.1. 
8. SoME NEw UPPER BouNDS ON R 
To determine R(r(D, G)) exactly using the lower bounds of the previous section, we 
need some good upper bounds on R. Some upper bounds on the covering radius of 
q-ary linear codes are given by Facts 3.1, 3.4 and 3.7. Recently we have proved the 
following result. 
THEOREM 8.1 [22, 23). For an [n, k, d) q-ary code C having covering radius R, 
k 
R :s:: .Wq(n, k, d):= .Wq(C) := n- L fd/q;l. 
i=l 
In [23) we give the following improvement of the above result. 
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THEOREM 8.2. For an [n, k, d] q-ary code C having covering radius R,;;:; d, 
R,;;:; n- nq(k, d)+ d- fd/qkl,;;:; .1eq(n, k, d). 
For such a code a necessary condition for R = .1t'q(n, k, d) is that the equality 
nq(k, k) = gq(k, d) hold. Also, a [gq(k, d), k, d] code can be constructed using C. 
Since an [nq(k, d), k, d] is maximal (by Fact 3.7), Theorem 8.2 yields the following 
result. 
CoROLLARY 8.1. Foran [nq(k, d), k, d] code C, R(C):o;;:;d- fd/qkl. 
CoROLLARY 8.2. For given k and d, the existence of an [nq(k, d), k, d]C with 
covering radius R = d- fd/qkl implies the existence of an [nq(k + 1, d), k + 1, d] code 
of which C is a shortened code. 
We note that if nq(k, d)= gq(k, d), then nq(k, d)+ f d/qkl = gq(k + 1, d). We can 
prove the converse to Corollary 8.2 for only the codes meeting the Greismer bound. 
CoROLLARY 8.3. For given k and d, any [gq(k + 1, d), k + 1, d] code C contains a 
shortened [gq(k, d), k, d] subcode with covering radius R = d- fd/qkl. 
REMARK 8.1. Corollaries 8.2 and 8.3 were first proved for binary codes with 
n2(k, d)= g2(k, d) in [4]. 
Let C be a code (could be non-linear) of length n over Fq. The following upper 
bounds on Rare known as the Norse bounds (for q = 2, see [6] for the reference; for 
q > 2, see [23]). 
THEOREM 8.3. (1) (i) If C has strength 1, then R(C),;;:; Ln(q -1)/qj. 
(2) (ii) If C has strength 2 and is self-complementary, then 
R(C),;;:; L(n(q -1)- Vn)/qj. 
For r(D, G) the strength of the code can be determined from the following result. 
PROPosmoN 8.5. Let dl_ denote the minimum distance of the dual code of an 
[n, k, d] code C. Then the maximum strength of Cis equal to dl_- 1. Hence r(D, G) 
has strength at least n - deg( G) - 1. 
PROOF. For a proof of the first assertion we refer to [35, pp. 139-140] and the 
references therein. Since RS(D, G)= r(D, G)j_, the second assertion follows from 
Proposition 4.2. 
9. EXAcr CovERING RAoms oF SoME r(D, G) CooEs 
For some comments about the covering radius of RS(D, G) codes, we refer to 
Section 14. 
Let r(D, G) be an [n, k, d ;;a: deg(G)- 2g + 2]R code from a function field of 
genus g. 
Unless stated otherwise, we will assume throughout this section that D and G 
are as in Corollary 7.1 or as in Theorem 7.2. (9.1) 
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Then, from (7.1) or (7.2) (as applicable) and Theorem 8.1, we have 
'Jt(n, k, deg(G)- 2g + 2) ~ 'Jt(n, k, d)~ R(r(D, G))~ deg(G)- 2g + 1. (9.2) 
We now prove the following result which determines the exact covering radii of some 
optimal r(D, G) codes. 
THEOREM 9.1. Let r(D, G) be a Goppa code as above such that n = nq(k, d) and 
d = deg(G)- 2g + 2. Then R(r(D, G))= deg(G)- 2g + 1. 
PROOF. The lower bound comes from (9.2) and the upper bound comes from 
Theorem 8.2. D 
Theorem 9.1 applied to the optimal codes of Section 6 gives us many examples of 
q-ary codes with known covering radii. In the rest of the section we shed more light on 
the covering radii of the codes of Section 6. 
9.1. Genus zero. By Theorem 9.1, these are MDS codes with R = deg(G) + 1 = 
n-k. 
The classical Reed-Solomon (RS) codes are MDS codes, and they are r(D, mP0 ) 
[11]. For the classical RS codes R = n- k is known [6]. However, not all MDS codes 
haveR= n- k. For example, the [6, 4, 3] Hamming code of dimension 3 over F, has 
R = 1 < n- k [6]. We do not know whether this code can be constructed as a r(D, G) 
code from a curve of genus 0. As another example, the [6, 3, 4] elliptic MDS code 
over E. mentioned in Section 6.2 has covering radius 2 (see Section 9.2 below). A 
code of genus 0 is yet to be exhibited which has covering radius unequal to its 
redundancy. 
9.2. Genus one. These are [n, k = n- deg(G), d = deg(G) or deg(G) + 1] codes. 
From (9.2) and Theorem 9.2, we conclude that for the r(D, G) optimal elliptic codes 
of Section 6.2, we haveR= deg(G) -1 or deg(G). Furthermore, by Theorem 9.1, if 
d = deg(G) (as in Theorems 6.1-6.4), then R = deg(G)- 1. (Recall that (9.1) is in 
force.) 
If d = deg(G) + 1, then r(D, G) is an MDS code. First suppose that d and G are as 
in Corollary 7.1. For this code, if the supercode r(D, G\P0 ) were also MDS, then by 
Corollary 7.1, we would have R ~ d(r(D, G\P0)) > deg(G)- 1 implying that R = 
deg(G). Similarly, suppose that r(D, G) is MDS, with D and G as in Theorem 7.2. 
For this code, if the supercode r(D + P0 , G) were also MDS, then we would have 
R = deg(G). 
On the other hand, we can prove the following general result about the covering 
radius of MDS codes. 
LEMMA 9.1. If C is an [n, k, n- k + 1] MDS code, but there does not exist an 
[ n + 1, k + 1, n - k + 1] M DS code, then R (C) :s;, n - k - 1. 
PROOF. The MDS codes meet the Greismer bound. The result now follows from 
Corollary 8.3. D 
As an application of Lemma 9.1, consider the [6, 3, 4] elliptic MDS code over F4 
mentioned in Section 6.2.1 (which has, by construction, D and G of the type assumed 
here). By (9.2) it has R = 2 or 3. Since there does not exist a [7, 4, 4) MDS code 
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over h (since m(4, 4) = 5 (see [16])), we haveR= 2. In fact, every [7, 3, 4] MDS code 
over~ has R = 2 (because R > 1 by the sphere covering bound (Fact 3.3)). Similarly, if 
conjecture (6.1) is true, then every [q + 1, q- 2, 3] MDS code over Fq has covering 
radius 2 provided that q > 4. In general, the covering radius of an MDS code of length 
m(k, q) is strictly less than m(k, q)- k. 
9.3. Genus greater than one. We know the exact covering radii of the optimal codes 
of Theorems 6.5(1) and 6.6. For some of the other optimal codes the exact covering 
radii can be determined by using Corollaries 8.1-8.3 and Proposition 6.2, as was done 
for the elliptic MDS codes above. 
10. THE CovERING RAmus OF SuBCODES AND NoRMAL CoDES 
In a recent survey article on the covering radius of codes [31], it is mentioned that 
whereas most binary codes seem to be 'normal', it is quite difficult to find non-binary 
normal codes. In this section we give many non-trivial examples of non-binary normal 
codes using the results of Section 9. Throughout this section, C denotes a q-ary [n, k]R 
code. 
DEFINffiON 10.1. Fix i E {1, ... , n }. For a E F'q, let C~) denote the subcode of C 
consisting of codewords with ith co-ordinate equal to a. We assume that C is not 
identically zero at i. Let 
N(i) :=max{ 2: d(x, c~>); X E F~ }. 
aeFq 
(10.1) 
Then N(i) is called the norm of C with respect to the co-ordinate position i and 
N := min1,.;,.n N(i) is defined to be the norm of C, and co-ordinate positions i for which 
N = N(i) are called acceptable. The code is called normal if 
N:!S;.qR + (q -1). (10.2) 
For binary codes, we know the following sufficient condition for normality [7]. 
PRoPosmoN 10.1. Let C be a binary linear code with covering radius R. If for 
some i, 
then C is normal. 
This result is false for q > 2. For example, let C be the q-ary Hamming perfect code 
of length (qm- 1)/(q -1). We show in [24] that R(cg>) = 3 :!5;. R(C) + 2, for 1 :!5;. i :!5;. n. 
However, C is not normal for q > 2, because it has norm 3q- 3 [31]. We now 
generalize to all q a slightly weaker version of Proposition 10.1. 
THEOREM 10.1. Let C be a q-ary linear code with covering radius R. If for some i, 
R(cg>) :!S;.R + 1, 
then C is normal. 
PROOF. Fix an i E {1, ... 'n }. Let X E F~. Since, c = UaeF. c~)' there exists a {3 in 
Fq such that ·d(x, c~>) :!5;. R. Then. • 
{ d(x, CW) + L d(x, c~>)} :!5;. R + (q- 1)(R + 1) = qR + (q- 1). (10.3) 
aeFq; a*f3 
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Since the upper bound in (10.3) is independent of x, by (10.1) we have 
N(i).;;: qR + (q -1). Therefore by (10.2), N.;;: qR + (Q -1), implying that C is 
normal. 0 
To shed more light on Theorem 10.1, we interpret it as a statement about shortened 
codes of C. Recall from Section 7, that to obtain the shortened code sc<il of C at the 
co-ordinate i,, we just puncture C~l at i. It is immediate that 
(10.4) 
Let H be a check matrix of C. Then a check matrix for sc<il can be obtained by 
removing column i of H. Therefore, by the equivalent definition of the covering radius 
given in Fact 3.1, we obtain the inequality 
R(C).;;: R(sc<il). (10.5) 
Therefore, Theorem 10.1 combined with (10.4) and (10.5) yields the following 
equivalent sufficient condition for normality of C. 
CoROLLARY 10.1. lfforsome i, (R(C)=R(sc<il), then Cis normal. 
To utilize Corollary 10.1, we first need to know more about the covering radius of 
shortened codes. The following result establishes the equality in Corollary 10.1 for 
many codes attaining the ilt(n, k, d) bound (Theorem 8.1). 
THEOREM 10.2. If R(C)=ilt(C) and d.:;.qk, then R(sc<il)=R(C) for all ie 
{1, ... , n}. 
PROOF. Fix i E {1, ... , n }. Since, SC<il is an [n, k- 1, do;;;. d} code, 
R(sc<il).;;: ilt(n, k- 1, d0).;;: ilt(n, k- 1, d)= ilt(n, k, d)+ r d/qkl. (10.7) 
The result now follows from the conditions given (i.e. R(C) = ilt(n, k, d) and 
n.;;: d/(qk)). 0 
In Section 9, we gave examples of many Goppa codes C for which R(C) = ilt(C) and 
d.;;: qk. Thus we have non-trivial examples of many q-ary normal codes for q > 2. By 
shortening such codes, we obtain more normal codes. 
For D and G as in Section 7 .2, a lower bound on the covering radius of the 
shortened f(D, G) is also provided by Theorem 7.2. 
11. SHORT ConEs WITH A GIVEN CovERING RAmus 
In this section we connect our work on the covering radius of f(D, G) with some 
recent results of R. Brualdi, V. Pless and R. Wilson [2). In particular, we show that 
their results provide improved lower bounds on the covering radius of the codes of 
Section 7. On the other hand, we show that the algebraic geometric codes have the 
potential of being very good covering codes. In fact, we show that many of these codes 
may improve some results in the articles cited and therefore require further study. 
In [2) the length function l(m, r; q) is defined to be the smallest length of a code 
over Fq of codimension m and covering radius r. For q = 2 the length function has 
received a lot of attention recently because it efficiently presents all the information 
about the covering radius function t[n, k), which is defined to be the smallest covering 
radius of a k-dimensional binary code of length n. 
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Though only l(m, r; 2) has received much attention, the following result from [2] 
shows that the knowledge of l(m, r; q) (for q = wh) is very useful for the binary length 
function. 
PRoPosmoN 11.1. l(k . ),::::(qk-I)/( . k) m, r,q ...., (q -I) m, r,q . 
This gives us a lower bound on l(m, r; qk) if we know a lower bound on l(km, r; q). 
A table of good lower bounds on l(m, r; 2) form.;;; 24 is given in [I]. We can use these 
values to derive better lower bounds on some R(r(D, G)) over F2• (form.;;; 24) than 
the ones given by (7.I)-(7.3). Conversely, we show that if a lower bound in (7.I)-(7.3) 
is attained for some lengths, then it could lead to improvements on the upper bound on 
l(m, r; 2) (given in [2] or [I]) for some m and r. We illustrate these applications with a 
few examples. Let r(D, G) be any [n, n- deg(G) +I, d:;;:. deg(G)- 2]R:;;:. deg(G)- 3 
genus 2 Goppa code over Fq with D and Gas in Section 7.I or 7.2. From [I] and [2], 
we have /(4, 2; I6) ::;:./(16, 2; 2)/15:;;:. 25 and /(4, 2; 8) ::;:.13. Therefore any [n.;;; 24, n-
4, d:;;:. 3]R:;;:. 2 genus 2 Goppa code over F;_6 described above has R at least 3 (and at 
most 4 by Fact 3.I), and any [n.;;; I2, n- 4, d:;;:. 2]R:;;:. 2 Goppa code over F8 of the 
above type has Rat least 3. Similarly, any such [n.;;; I2, n- 5, d:;;:. 4]R:;;:. 3 Goppa code 
over F8 has R at least 4. Also, any [6, 3, d:;;:. 3] elliptic Goppa code over F;_6 has R = 3 
because /(3, 2; I6):;;:. 7. 
Conversely, if any of the [20:;;:. n :;;.13, n- 5, d:;;:. 4]R:;;:. 3 Goppa code over F;_6 has 
R = 3, then by Proposition Il.I, /(20, 3; 2).;;; I5/(5, 3; I6).;;; I5n.;;; 300, which is an 
improvement on the upper bound 308 on /(20, 3; 2) given in [I]. (Note that there exist 
many codes from curves of genus 2 with 20:;;:. n :;;.13, since, by Proposition 5.I, 
Nt6(2) = 33.) 
I2. SATURATED CoNFIGURATIONS AND CovERING RADIUS 
We first relate the covering radius problem for linear codes to 'saturated configura-
tions' in finite projective spaces introduced in [42]. We then show that many good 
configurations of these types can be constructed using some particular type of linear 
codes (among them the r(D, G) codes). 
DEFINmoN I2.I [42]. Let K be a set of k points in PG(r, q) (k ~ r +I). Then K is 
said to be p-saturated for some integer p (I.;;; p.;;; r- I) if, for any point x E PG(r, q), 
there exist p + I independent points x0 , ••• , Xp E K so that x lies in the subspace 
(x0 , ••• , Xp) r;; PG(r, q ). The set K is called minimal p-saturated if K\{x} is not 
p-saturated for any choice of x E K. Let k(r, q, p) : = the smallest k for which there 
exists a p-saturated set of size k in PG(r, q ). 
We can interpret a p-saturated configuration Kin PG(r, q) as a linear [k, k- (r + 
I)] q-ary code with covering radius .;;;p +I as follows. We first identify the points of 
PG(r, q) with equivalence classes of (r +I)-tuples over Fq. Let C be the code having 
an (r +I) X k check matrix H, the columns of which represent the elements of K as 
(r +I)-vectors (we obtain equivalent codes by picking different representatives for the 
projective points). The rank of His r +I by the definition of K. Also, Fact 3.I implies 
that R .;;; p + 1. To say that K is minimal p-saturated is equivalent to saying that 
R(SC(i)) > R(C) for I.;;; i.;;; k (see the proof of (10.5)). 
Conversely, given an [n, k, d]R q-ary code C and a check matrix H, the columns of 
H give us an (R- I)-saturated configuration. It is minimal if the covering radius of 
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each of its shortened subcodes is strictly larger than R. Note that different H matrices 
give possibly different saturated sets. For q = 2 many cyclic codes give minimal 
saturated configurations (see (9) and (24]). 
Note that in the above setting, the integer k(r, q, p) equals l(r + 1, p + 1; q) defined 
in the previous section. (Obviously k(r,q,p),..;l(r+l,p+l;q). Conversely, if 
k = k(r, q, p), then there exists a [k, k- r -l)R,.;;; p + 1 code. Therefore, k ~ l(r + 
1, R; q) ~ l(r + 1, p + 1; q) from (2.6) in [2].) The article (42) lists some upper and 
lower bounds on k and k(r, q, p) (and hence on l(r + 1, p + 1; q)). For the fields of 
characteristic 2, the upper bounds on l(r, q, p) given in (2] are slightly better than the 
ones given in (42). For example, 1(3, 1; q),.;;; 2q + 1 from the proof of Theorem 3.2 in 
[2). However, Lemma 5 in [ 42) yields 1(3, 1; q) ,.;;; 2q + 2. 
From the discussion in the last section, the codes r(D, G) have the potential of 
yielding many good saturated configurations. Finally, we note the following simple 
consequence of the supercode lemma (Fact 3.5). 
THEOREM 12.1. An (n, k, d)R code always yields a minimal (R -I)-saturated 
configuration, provided that R > d -1. 
13. THE MLCT PROBLEM 
For fixed d and q consider the following two problems (16). 
PROBLEM 13.1. For n, find the maximum dimension k such that there exists an 
[n, k, d) code over Fq. This problem is referred to as the main linear coding theory 
problem (or MLCT problem). 
Solving Problem 13.1 for all n (and given q and d) is equivalent to solving the 
following version of the MLCT problem for all r [16). 
PROBLEM 13.2. For given redundancy r, find the maximum length n (denoted 
maxd_1(r, q)) such that there exists an [n, n- r, d) code. 
Ford -1 = r (i.e. for MDS codes), maxd_1(r, q) equals the function m(r, q) defined 
in Section 6.1. By looking at a parity check matrix of an [n, n- r, d) code with 
n = maxd_1(r, q), it follows that maxd_1(r, q) is the largest set of vectors in 
PG(r- 1, q) such that any d - 1 of them are linearly independent. This packing 
problem for PG(r- 1, q) has been extensively studied in connection with the design of 
experiments in statistics by Bose and others (see (20]). For the present knowledge 
about maxd_ 1(r, 3), see [17). 
We use the existence of r(D, G) for certain D and G to prove the following lower 
bound on maxd_1(r, q). 
THEOREM 13.1. For 0,.;;; s < Nq{g) - 2g, 
max(s + g, q) ~ Nq(g)- 1. 
s 
PROOF. There exists a function field of genus g over fq with N = Nq(g) places of 
degree 1, say Pv ... , PN. Then, by Corollary 4.1, r(D, G) with D = P1 + · · · + PN-t 
and G = mPN is an [n =N -1, n -m + g -1, d~m- (2g- 2)) code, provided that 
2g-2<m<N-1. Since r=n-k=m-g+l, we have d-l~r-g. Therefore, 
maxd_ 1(r,q)~Nq(g)-1, where g-l<r<n-g+l and r-g,..;d-1. The result 
now follows because max,_g(, q) ~ maxd_1(r, q) ~ Ng(g)- 1, for r- g,.;;; d -1. 0 
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The lower bound can be improved by 1, if there is a rational divisor G of degree r. 
Further improvement depends upon whether the lower bound on d in Theorem 4.1 can 
be improved. 
14. OPTIMALITY AND CovERING RADII OF RS(D, G) CoDES 
Our proof of the optimality of a r(D, G) code in Section 6 does not depend upon 
the structure of the divisor G, but only upon deg(G) and the lower bound 
d ~ deg(G)- 2g + 2 given by Proposition 4.1. By Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, a r(D, G) 
code and an RS(D, G') code with deg(G') = n- deg(G) + 2g- 2 have the same n 
and k, and the same lower bound on their respective minimum distance. (Note 
that 2g - 2 < deg( G) < n iff 2g - 2 < deg( G ') < n. Therefore G and G' satisfy the 
conditions of Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.) Hence, if r(d, G) can be shown to 
be optimal by the methods of Section 6, then RS(D, G') is also optimal. 
A lower bound on the covering radius of some RS(D, G) codes can be derived in the 
same fashion we derived the lower bound on the covering radius of particular r(D, G) 
in Theorem 7 .1. Let D and G be as in Section 7 .1. Then Theorem 7.1 is replaced by: 
For every i such that deg( G) > deg( G;) + 2g - 2, 
R(RS(D, G\G;)) ~ d(RS(D, G))~ (n- deg(G)). 
Therefore Corollary 7.1 is replaced by: 
Let G = G' + P0 , where G' is rational over F'q and P0 (=FP;, i E {1, ... , n}) is a place 
of degree 1 such that deg( G) > 2g - 1. If we further assume that D and G are as in 
Proposition 4.1, then 
R(RS(D, G\P0)) ~ d(r(D, G))~ n- deg(G). 
We can combine this lower bound with the upper bounds on R given in Section 8 to 
determine exactly the covering radii of many optimal RS codes. 
The weight distributions of some r(D, G)= RS(d, G)_j_ codes have been determined 
in [25]. Therefore we can use the Delsarte bound (Fact 3.5) to give an upper bound on 
the covering radius of RS(D, G) codes. It has been shown in [25] that many r(D, G) 
codes are self-dual. 
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